A Woman’s World
A woman defines and embodies so many emotions. Deeper a woman carries, delivers, molds and maintains
the qualities we know as life.
I am no professional by any means of the imagination, however it clearly appears the internal makeup of a
woman is of a higher quality compared to males.
Females are labeled queens for a divine reason that caters to the fact why even us kings submit to you queens
in your personal space and beyond.
As males regardless the relations to cherish and embrace the qualities of the queens in our lives literally caters
to the breath of life and the quality of living for your namesake and future generations to carry on legacies. It is
also a divine reason why daughters yearn for love from their fathers.
In addition it is also a divine reason why that translates into a woman defining her home, her better half, her
children and a true understanding of why she defines commitment, stability, longevity, and the meaning of
being a queen.
Queens you gals can be so nerve-wracking at times (I know like us guys), but so were moms and all her great
qualities. In many ways all the qualities of our mothers are what we as men look for in their desired queens.
Personally I have failed greatly in so many areas with the queens in my past, so for myself and many like me
we beg for the female forgiveness and understanding of our flaws be it your son, brother, boyfriend, husband,
father, etc. Many times men take longer to develops and mature.
So ladies please have patients with us. Although there are no justifiable excuses of our behaviors and growth
processes not limited to maturity levels, which are a process again, that take longer than females.
I encourage females especially mothers to birth a daily process of digesting content from not only myself, but
from millions like me who’ve traveled wrong roads but have the courage to help shed some light to assist in the
understanding of your kings as an ingredient to assist in your molding processes.
As parents all we can do is instill the fruits, tools and experiences from our personal lives and hope our kids
use and grow from these lessons.
In life even when the quality of our teachings are not best displayed we know the quality and tools are there to
self-correct.
Many of us look for perfection. Those of us who are guilty of looking for perfection including me must stay
aware of the fact that we can never give that perfection we so yearn for.
Kids, teenagers and adults desire and need a platform of unfiltered expression to share that real uncut.
Oyezzz.

I am not adversely implying anything other than as far as other social media platforms, I support you all.
However welcomed or not the government now has a permanent presence with all other social media
platforms.
Oyezzz is privately owned and is an unfiltered voice for the streets, professionals and the corporate
communities alike.
Raised partially by the streets I am not a professional or literate writer. I simply write without handcuffs or fears
of being social. politically or any other forms of alleged incorrect.
I strongly believe that female input and nurturing can heal a child, teenager, adults, men and the world.
The lack of funding, etc., can no longer be an excuse when trillions of dollars and American lives are being
spent daily alleging to staple a global community, liberty, quality and equality issues when our own home of
America is at a loss with so many issues of our own, primarily our youth.
So ladies in my personal opinion you look at all the places and businesses where women are presidents, those
places and businesses aren’t doing all the bad. Would you agree?
Although opinions may vary, however Sarah Palin and Hillary Clinton ignited the process that women cannot
do any worse than what is presently being done or what has already been done by men who have graced the
oval office as the president.
So all those qualities and desires of a woman not limited to companionship, the daily ingredients of a woman’s
leadership on the highest levels could never be a bad thing.
Although the seed of Oyezzz was planted on YouTube’s platform, Oyezzz is destined to be its own social
media platform.
Through your likes, tags, text and repost please share your daily thoughts, laughter, tears, years to promote
your business, etc. However, the one thing that’s most important to me is to have that daily female unfiltered
input to possibly regain our youth.
For growth the female input is paramount. Men and boys as you females know all too well are hardheaded and
egotistical in too many areas to name.
However we all know at the end of the day boys follow their girls and men follow their better halves, be it their
wives, boo thang, etc.
Now ladies I am not implying street guys are the ideal man, nor am I implying we are less than the ideal man.
Your personal taste is just that. However what I am implying is that we street guys know how to reach the
streets and the youth of today’s streets.
That’s something a book, today’s leaders, the church and our education systems are failing at, in addition not
only has our recent history produced failing grades with our youth, arguably we have lost our grasp on today’s
youth.

Society cannot touch or help what it cannot see, therefore some of today’s best teachers just may be in the
prison systems.
In any event ladies as a possible vehicle of solution your daily input and ears are required.
I once heard a teacher who is not versatile enough to reach his students where ever they may be is not a good
teacher.
So until our good or great teachers surface there are no better comforts and ingredients than the quality of a
woman.
To every female old, young, short or tall, big or small – all praises to every last one of you beautiful queens in
this woman’s world.
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